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Letter From The President
Dear China Council friends,
We have had a busy first half of
the Year of the Tiger and it is
worth recapping some activities
since our last newsletter was sent
in the April snow.
On April 21 the NWCC hosted a
Taiwan talk by Dr. Chiaoning Su,
Reporting Taiwan: History,
Transformation, and New Opportunities which is posted for viewing at
Webinars - Northwest China Council (nwchina.org). It was
also mentioned in this talk that a free English-language
streaming service was launched in 2021 as a resource for
information about Taiwan and the world at large at
https://www.taiwanplus.com. The NWCC would like to
know if you would like to attend other talks about Taiwan
in the future as well as hear any suggestions you may have
for our future programming in general.

The NWCC sponsored a special program on May 11 called
Rising Above Hate: Trends in Diversity, Inclusion, and
Gender Equity featur ing guest speaker Machada Smith
McGovern, Organizational Development Associate,
InterExchange; and Board Chair, Teens of Color Abroad
and moderated by NWCC Volunteer Moderator MaraYoungren Brown. The program also featured statements
from Duncan Hwang, Metro Councilor and interim coExecutive Director of the Asian Pacific American Network
of Oregon (APANO) and Neil Lee, President, Oregon
CCBA and is posted for viewing at Webinars - Northwest
China Council (nwchina.org).

YEAR OF THE TIGER EVENTS wer e or ganized this
spring such as the bespoke program for the Mandarin Immersion Program at Martin Luther King Jr. School in Portland featuring an Amur Tiger Talk by Jeff Ewelt, Executive
Director of ZooMontana on May 6, followed by our May 19
China Chat with Daniel Jackson, author of Fallen Tigers;
America’s Missing Airmen in China During World War II
(University Press of Kentucky, 2021). Jackson’s research
was mentioned in a New York Times article on May 24,
2022. Check it out at In This Small Thai Village, American
The NWCC held its first hybrid / in-person China Chat, An- History Runs Deep - The New York Times (nytimes.com).
imating Karma, on Apr il 29 at the Pacific Nor thwest
College of Art with filmmaker Ran Sheng and screened his Our June China Chat featured Doug Palmer, author of
film Karma Has Y ou which was the third event in our Crea- Bruce Lee: Sifu, Friend and Big Brother (Chin Music Press,
tive Professional Series which began in January and is post- 2020) and his story of training with Bruce Lee in Hong
Kong and Seattle in the 1960s which provided unique firsted for viewing at Webinars - Northwest China Council
hand insights into and experiences with the legendary mar(nwchina.org).
tial arts master. His talk is posted at Webinars - Northwest
Executive Director John Wong and I attended the “I Am An China Council (nwchina.org) and his book is available at
American Live” program at the Patricia Reser Center for the https://www.chinmusicpress.com/product-page/bruce-leeArts in Beaverton on May 6, presented by an organization
sifu-friend-and-big-brother
founded by Sankar Raman that produces art exhibits, performances, podcasts and website presentations of the stories As we send this newsletter out in summer 2022, please remember to renew your NWCC membership and prepare for
of immigrants in Oregon and across the USA https://
theimmigrantstory.org/. On Saturday, May 14 we attended a fall calendar of events that we will announce after the Chian Asian-American Pacific Islander (AAPI) event in China- nese summer holiday of Qixi has passed. Remember that
town that featured presentations by U.S. Senator Jeff Merk- Mid-Autumn Festival in 2022 is celebrated September 10ley, Metro Councilor Duncan Hwang, Oregon State Attor- 12 so don’t forget to find mooncakes at one of your local
ney General Ellen Rosenblum, and others, with concurrent Chinese bakeries before they’re sold out. We are grateful
events taking place at Lansu Chinese Garden, Portland Chi- for your support of our programming during the first half of
natown Museum, and the Chinese Consolidated Benevolent the “Year of the Tiger” and we ask that you continue to
Association (CCBA), all of which were supported by 50
keep us roaring during the second half of 2022 and beyond.
organizations affiliated with the Oregon Rises Above Hate
-Jim Mockford
effort https://oregonrisesabovehate.com/.

Qixi Festival

2021 Google Doodle features an image of the Cowherder Niulang and Weaver Princess Zhinu reunited at Qixi by a flying bridge created by a flock of magpies.

Happy Summer! The observance of Qixi, the Double
Seven Festival, which takes place on the 7th day of the
7th lunar month calendar will be held on the Gregorian
calendar on August 4, 2022. Regarded as a romantic
tradition based on the story of the weaver girl it is a
time for gift-giving among the romantic observers of
this tradition that dates from the Han Dynasty. Also
called Qiqiao Festival, it became popular for women
to prepare special foods of fruits, red dates, and peanuts and present tasty offerings with tea and wine
while the heavens see the stars positioned for Niu-

lang, the orphan cowherd boy and Zhinu, the weaver
princess to reunite. Separated by a river of stars in the
sky, the Milky Way, the lovers had been separated by
the Goddess who had not granted them permission to
marry. However, once a year, they reunite giving
hope to separated lovers that romances cannot be broken forever. Today the image of the cowherd and
weaver princess can be found online as a Google
Doodle and other celebrations of this “Chinese Valentine’s Day” which makes summer star viewing a romantic moment in a busy world.
-Jim Mockford

Summer 2022 Chinese Language Classes begin July 25, 2022

-Foundations of Mandarin-Beginning Mandarin 1-Reading & Writing at the Intermediate Level8 weeks of these Mandarin Chinese language classes will be taught this
summer by Willow Zheng, a native Mandarin speaker with 23 years’ experience teaching Mandarin as a second language. Classes will be held
online via Zoom teleconference.
For more information and to register please visit:
https://nwchina.org/2022-summer-language-classes/
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China Business Network
The NWCC China Business Network is excited about
including more news about U.S. business with Taiwan;
and in addition to TaiwanPlus, which I mentioned in my
President’s Letter, it may have escaped notice during
the COVID-19 pandemic that TAICCA (Taiwan Creative Content Agency) was established in 2019 to promote the development of Taiwan’s cultural and creative
content industries. TAICCA supports various cultural content industries,
including film and television, pop music, publishing, ACG (Adventure Classic Gaming), as well as fashion, artworks and cultural technologies. Learn more
here: Taiwan Creative Content Agency (TAICCA) English official website.

producers such as Imagine Entertainment’s Executive
Chairmen Brian Grazer and Ron Howard as well as Sixty Percent Productions, whose Chief Content Officer
Cora Yim noted, “Foreign language content isn’t just
restricted to local territories anymore” and the goal will
be to create Taiwanese TV series with global appeal.

An interesting announcement was made earlier this
summer that TAICCA will present EMERGE, a program to support Taiwanese writers, directors, and producers to develop Chinese-language original TV series
through collaborations with Hollywood powerhouse

English at this link EMERGE華語原創內容開發計畫 |

Sixty Percent Productions,
which was incorporated in
Hong Kong in 2020, coproduced “Taiwan Crime
Stories” with Imagine Entertainment and others, supported by a production grant
from Taiwan’s Ministry of Culture. TAICCA is now
accepting submissions (until July 31, 2022) for writers
and their Chinese-language original TV projects to join
the EMERGE program as announced by Ron Howard in
TAICCA SCHOOL 文策學院.
-Jim Mockford

Movie Chats Series 2022
More stimulating movies and discussions ahead! The lineup for our Movie Chat series for the third quarter of 2022
is below. Please visit the NWCC website for more event details, including movie links. See you online!
July 25: Chinese Murder Mystery (2012, Kanopy) - Immerse yourself in this international horror story of sexual
intrigue, betrayal, and corruption as U.K. national Neil Heywood is found murdered allegedly by the wife of one
of China’s top politicians, which ends up shaking China’s Communist party to the core...but why?
August 29: Readymade: The Lives of Chairman Mao Impersonators (2009, Kanopy) - This humorous documentary examines the legacy and lingering cult of personality of Chairman Mao, who died 35 years ago, in contemporary China through the lives and performances of two middle-aged Mao impersonators...male AND female.

September 26: Daybreak (1933, YouTube) - An idealistic young couple from the countryside find themselves corrupted by life in Shanghai. Following devastating misfortunes, the woman starts assisting the National Revolutionary Army in their campaign northward against the warlords. Will she live to see a new dawn for China?
Then, please save the dates for the following chats in the fall:
October: The Tag-Along (2015, Kanopy)
November: Far East, Deep South (2020, Kanopy)
December: WYOM (Watch Your Own Movie) - no meeting in December!
As one of the NWCC’s educational programs, the objective of the Movie Chat program is to facilitate further understanding of China-oriented affairs from the perspective of cinematic expression. Join us at 7pm on usually the
last Monday of each month on Zoom video to discuss the movie of the month. Please view the movie beforehand.
They are available on Kanopy and YouTube as noted.
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Book Review: America Second
having no conflict of interest, including himself. In the
journalism field, sources can pressure the editor and
journalist in the extent of material published. In view of such
situations, he emphasized the need to be transparent of the
motives whether an opinion stems from one’s own belief or
one is just being paid to voice them. Fish singled out Henry
Kissinger as a principal “agent of influence” advising
supplicants how to kowtow to the CCP and was also the goto fixer for the latter. It is not that Kissinger was not a top
diplomat and strategic thinker, but with the formation in
1982 of Kissinger & Associates, Kissinger had become
mainly a businessman well-rewarded by the CCP rather than
an independent thinker which he has presented himself as,
with the acquiescence of media sources. Other influential
figures cast as “friends” of China have been George H.W.
Bush, Brent Scowcroft and Gary Locke among many others.
“Friend” or “old friend” are terms long used since Mao
Zedong and Zhou Enlai designated companies, institutions
and individuals willing to promote the values of the Party.
All the titles of the three parts of the book include this term.
What those terms really mean is “pawn, stooge, instrument,
useful idiot..”. The United Front is mentioned as a Chinese
ministry established to strengthen Chinese “friends” and
weaken its enemies. Sister city relationships and related visa
applications are administered by the United Front.

America Second: How America’s Elites Are Making
China Stronger
By Isaac Stone Fish. Published February 2022, Alfred A.
Knopf
America Second? And what is first? Greed, self-interest,
access to market and influence….. author Isaac Stone Fish
presents a well-documented and argued book on the acts of
self-censorship, rationalization and accommodation by the
leaders of American politics, business, entertainment and
academia in putting the Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP)
interest before truth in pursuit of success in China. Besides
being an indictment against those U.S. elites, the author also
emphasized the need to distinguish between the Chinese
people and the CCP, and warned against racism.

It is well-known that capitalism is built on people’s greed
and self-interest, and all governments may use access to their
markets as a weapon to induce desirable behavior. What is
different about China is the size of its population from the
start, and now its immense wealth. In 1997, the films Seven
Years in Tibet and Kundun earned the wrath of the CCP.
Disney had to engage Kissinger, hat in hand, to beg for
forgiveness to allow the opening of Disneyland in Hong
Kong and 20 instead of 10 movies into China. Boeing and
Disney caved in to avoiding any mention of Tibet in order to
gain plane orders and audience market. The Dalai Lama and
any accurate picture of Tibet had disappeared from all films
released by the major studios. The only exceptions
mentioned of movie stars who resisted were Richard Gere,
Sharon Stone and Christian Bale. And recent CCP economic
coercions of Walmart, Intel and other manufacturers have
brought light to this tendency of the CCP. Slogans such as
“hurting the feelings of 1.4 billion Chinese” are trotted out
regularly anytime something does not suit the party’s
interests. Hollywood studios regularly rewrite scripts, at the
direct request of CCP officials or not, to emphasize China’s
wholesomeness and heroism so they can get their films
screened there. The NBA officials as well as Lebron James
were another glaring example of people giving in to CCP
demands. (cont. Page 5)

America’s leaders since the 1980s welcomed China’s entry
into the U.S. and world economies, believing that trade and
engagement would lead to a more democratic China. This
belief turned out to be false and misguided - but many of the
U.S. businesspeople and politicians have become too
dependent on China to challenge the policies of the CCP.
This dependence of elites in politics, corporations,
Hollywood and universities on China have influenced them
to speak about China as the party officials want them to, and
in particular to avoid the three T's - Tiananmen, Tibet and
Taiwan, and increasingly avoid issues deemed controversial
by the CCP.
The author cites many examples of prominent, politically
well-connected Americans accepting speaking engagements
and board seats as well as the reputation and prestige of
access to sources in China. Fish lived in China for six years
while writing for Newsweek. He notes that it is nearly
impossible for anyone to be totally clean in the sense of
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Book Review: America Second (cont.)
The other focal point of influence that the CCP targeted is
the universities and academia. Despite high costs and other
problems, U.S. universities have been the envy of the world.
But both the well-endowed and less well-endowed colleges
are susceptible to money and access to the China market.
U.S. colleges with lucrative branches in and partnerships
with China tolerate censorship of students, faculty, and
speakers. Scholars who need access to China practice subtle
or not-so-subtle forms of self-censorship. Many would even
deny that they censor themselves. The author related that in
his six years in China, he had thought his self-censorship
deferred to China’s cultural norms and not to its political
ones. It was only many years later after reflecting on China’s
political structure, that what the party calls “Chinese culture”
is more in line with the Soviet Union in the 1970s. There is
no way to conduct a poll on sensitive issues in China. In his
thousands of conversations he had with the Chinese people,
he has found a great diversity of views, and only a small minority agrees with any official view which the party likes to
use as a political cudgel as a united view of 1.4 billion people. The Chinese students studying in the U.S. should be of
special concern. They can be a future source of reason in
China, but they are most vulnerable with their families in
China as well as repercussions they would suffer when they
return. Fish emphasizes the need to safeguard their privacy
and learning experiences since there have been many reported incidents when their more democratic views are reported
back to the Party.

and discrimination, sentiments which throughout history
have been used against helpless victims, and are occurring
more frequently in recent times as inflamed by the hyperpartisanship of U.S. politics and unscrupulous politicians.
So what are the desired end goals that would enable effective responses? The world has to adapt to treating CCP influences much more carefully, while avoiding rabid racism
and McCarthyism. A proactive approach would be to seek
ways to recognize and empower the agency of the Chinese
people. It is also suggested that the next time the CCP is
unhappy about something, do not apologize too quickly,
pause, stop the service or the movie distribution, and let the
Chinese people experience the pain together. Some other
specific suggestions were mentioned:
1. Due diligence must be exercised before entering into any
partnership;
2. For corporations, distinguish Chinese values as different
from CCP values;
3. For colleges, listen to students who want more transparency about endowments. Foster debate among Chinese students of multiplicity of viewpoints, while ensuring their
privacy and safety upon their returns to China;
4. Be clear on the role of Xi Jinping, who is General Secretary of the CCP. Xi is not President as misused by the media which gives an erroneous impression of his being elected by popular will;

It was not that long ago in 2008 that most of the world was
amazed and awed by the spectacle put on by the Beijing
Olympic Games’ opening ceremonies, and most people
thought well of China, even though the Tibet issue had been
simmering for a long time. It seemed sentiments deteriorated
steadily and then quickly with the increasing aggressive
stance of the CCP under Xi Jinping since 2013, the “wolfwarrior” diplomats, the blatant bullying of smaller nations
such as Lithuania and Australia, the increased abuses reported on the Belt and Road Initiative, the coercion of companies
such as Walmart and Intel, and the more recent outright suppression of the Uighur people, the people of Hong Kong and
the threat of military takeover of Taiwan. Now it seems clear
to most people that the hoped-for changes in the Chinese
government were misguided and will likely not happen under the CCP.

5. Build on international alliances to uphold democratic
values and transparency against CCP suppression.
For those of you too busy to read the book, the Atlantic
Council panel discussion provides an excellent overview of
the book plus contributions from the other two panelists:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dpLgUsL_dzE
The DFRLab hosts Isaac Stone Fish, CEO and founder of
Strategy Risks, and Visiting Fellow for a panel discussion
with Jacqueline Deal, President and CEO of the Long Term
Strategy Group (LTSG); Jennifer Hong, Senior Director at
the Project 2049 Institute, and is moderated by David O.
Shullman, Senior Director of the Atlantic Council’s Global
China Hub.
-Gabe Zee

With the loss of numerous U.S. manufacturing jobs and the
COVID -19 pandemic originating in China, the pendulum of
public sentiment has rapidly swung against China. Part of
this is needed but the danger is the descent into racial hatred
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Taiwanese Artists Triumph at International Manga Awards
There’s much to be said for the uniquely Japanese art
form of manga in Taiwan; it is so beloved there that Taiwan has even managed to generate world-class talent
worthy of Japan’s top awards. Precisely that happened on
March 7, 2022 during the 15th Japan International Manga Awards ceremony, when Taiwanese manga artists
Cory Ko won the Silver Award for her work CliniClowns: Last Goodbye and Evergreen Yeh and Chang
Ki-ya won Bronze Awards for Mayfly Island and Formosa Oolong Tea Vol. 4, respectively. Given that these
three entries were chosen from a pool of 484 submissions
from 76 countries around the world, which is the highest
number of entries for this competition ever, this is no
small feat. Add to that that one Gold Award, three Silver
Awards and 11 Bronze Awards were the only prizes
available, and it’s obvious that Taiwan has carved out a
formidable presence in the compelling world of manga.

2007 in order to honor manga artists who contribute to
the promotion of manga overseas. Upon learning of his
country’s wins, Taiwan’s Minister of Culture Lee YungTe expressed his congratulations and vowed to continue
his support of Taiwan’s comics industry. Along with this
marvelous distinction, it’s worth noting that TAICCA,
mentioned earlier in this newsletter, and the Taiwan Cultural Center have been promoting Taiwanese manga
works in Japan for the past two years.
On the facing page is a collage of images from these winning entries: clockwise from left is CliniClowns: Last
Goodbye, Mayfly Island, and Formosa Oolong Tea Vol.
4. You can learn more about these winning works and the
15th Annual Japan International Manga Awards ceremony here:
https://focustaiwan.tw/culture/202203070006

The Japan International Manga Awards competition was
established by the Japan Ministry of Foreign Affairs in

-Shireen Farrahi

Thanks to Our Sponsors
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Taiwanese Artists (cont.)

Northwest China Council Membership Application Form
Northwest China Council Members receive invitations to China Council events, a subscription to the quarterly newsletter and
discounts on admissions fees and books.
Name

I would like to volunteer to help the China Council with:

Address

Assisting at events

City/State/zip

Publicity

Home Phone

Work Phone

Hosting/Escorting speakers/Chinese visitors

Email

Office Work

Occupation

Fund-raising

Special Interest in China

Recruiting members
Research

Membership Category — Please check the category you wish:
Individual

$50

Sponsor

$150

Family

$75

Major Donor

$250

Senior (65+)

$25

Patron

$500

Student (Full-time)

$10

Phoenix Circle

$1,000

Please detach and return with a check payable to the Northwest China Council. To use MasterCard or Visa, please complete the following information.

Card No.

Expiration Date

Signature

Established in 1980, the Northwest China Council is a non-profit, non-partisan, dues-based educational organization. Our mission is to promote greater understanding
of Chinese history, culture, business, contemporary affairs, and US-China relations in the Portland, Oregon metropolitan area. And to build a bridge between the peoples of Oregon and China.
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Please place
US First Class
Postage
here

Northwest China Council
4110 SE Hawthorne Blvd. #128
Portland, OR 97214

Major Contributors to the Northwest China Council
Corporate Phoenix
Sinotech

Board of Directors

Corporate Member
Mark Spencer Hotel, Double River Forwarding LLC, Kumquat Kids Productions, PSU
Institute for Asian Studies

Joanne Wakeland, Secretary

Non-Profit or Educational
Business Oregon, Oregon College of Oriental Medicine, UO Center for Asian and Pacific
Studies (CAPS), Lan Su Chinese Garden

Hong Chou, Director

Jim Mockford, President

Michael Bloom, Treasurer

Jeffrey Kinkley, Ph.D, Director
David W. Kohl, Director

Phoenix Circle
Gordon and Katherine Keane

Joe Liston, Director

Patron
Kathryn & Thomas Albert, Mike Hoffman & Sue Pickgrobe, Stephen Wadley, Ph.D;
Joanne C. Wakeland
Major Donors
Margaret S. Davis, Thomas Geiger, Ruth Hale, Jane Larson, Laura Schlafly,
Ann Wetherell, Ph.D & Chad Southwell
Sponsor Members
Marilyn Beach, Ph.D; Homer L. Chin, M.D.; Joanne Jene, M.D; Jeffrey Kinkley, Ph.D;
Andrew Vetterlein; Grace Warren; John M. Wong
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Staff
John M. Wong, Executive Director
Jan Vreeland, Membership Coordinator
Willow Zheng, Mandarin Teacher
Shireen Farrahi, Newsletter Editor

